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Service Release Notes 
Version 

Release date 

24.4.1-p1 

2/7/2024 

Activities 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Some activities produced a whoops error when accessed 

Dashboard 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Widget: The What's Happening Today widget in certain circumstances involving 

birthdays would show the previous day's events 

Issue Tracking 

Improvements 

⚫ Home page: The Issue Tracking home page has been updated with various changes to 

improve usability and visibility of tasks relating to the logged in user 

The following changes have been made on the Issue Tracking home page viewed when a user 

accesses the module. 

— My Open Tasks section has been moved to the top of the page. It appears before the My 

Assigned Tasks section. This ensures the user can see any of their open tasks first. 

— My Open Tasks section correctly displays the open tasks reported by the logged in user. 

— My Assigned Tasks section displays the open tasks assigned to the logged in user. 

— Closed tasks will no longer be displayed in My Open Tasks or My Assigned Tasks sections. 

— Added a check to ensure re-opening tasks which have been closed, will result in them being 

added to the list of tasks on the home page. 

— Updated tasks default sorting to sort in the following order: 

— past deadline - DESC order 

— priority - DESC order 

— deadline - ASC order 

— last activity - DESC order 

— Added the ability to sort tasks in the My Open Tasks and My Assigned Tasks section by 

Last Activity (ASC/DESC) and Deadline (ASC/DESC). 

— Added a limit check to provide pagination should there be too many tasks to load on the 

home page. 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Phone Numbers: The Phone Number field available under the Injured Person section 

incorrectly displayed a '>' character as part of the phone number 
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Version 

Release date 

24.4.2 

15/7/2024 

 Academic Reports 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Data was misaligned causing the Grade Distribution chart to appear blank 

⚫ The Student Grade Distribution Export button was not working consistently 

⚫ Progression Point Component: The component was unable to print when using the 

secondary assessable setting on a primary school reporting period 

⚫ Emails: The "students with no contacts with the receives report" flag count was 

displaying incorrectly 

⚫ The Checklist Group names were misaligned with Checklist Items 

⚫ Empty spaces and blank pages were appearing on printed reports when using the 

"Selected Class Only" print option 

⚫ Some indicators for certain subjects were not being imported into the reporting period 

from the curriculum repository 

⚫ Attribute checklist component: This component was adding padding below the header 

bar 

⚫ Secondary assessment overall mark was showing in the achievement breakdown despite 

being turned off 

⚫ Achievement Breakdown component: This component was showing a blank preview 

when the first schema in a report only reported at the subject level 

⚫ Achievement Breakdown component: Checklist mark style was not respected when 

using "Tick type" based on image instead of font 

⚫ The GPA calculation was incorrect when 'average grades from zero' was selected 

⚫ The Cohort filter was not working in reports generation area for publishing 

⚫ Some comments were truncated when printing reports 

⚫ The Attendance Percentages merge field on reports was incorrectly showing 0% 

⚫ When emailing reports, emails failed to send to some recipients 

The ability to resend individual emails from the email history page has been added and a clear 

error message is displayed when an email fails 

Activities 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Whoops error was visible to some schools when trying to edit an activity 

⚫ Permission Given flag appeared automatically when payment was receipted by school 

staff in the Finance/Fees & Billing module 

If payment for a linked fee/invoice was receipted by school staff in the Finance/Fees & Billing 

module (e.g. when a parent paid with cash), the Permission Given flag automatically appeared 

for the student, and parents could not grant permission or answer questions through the Parent 

Portal. 

⚫ Rolls: When the Medical Alert print option was ticked for printing an activity roll, the roll 

PDF sometimes generated with no data 

⚫ Some schools were experiencing an error when exporting results from some activities 

 Attendance 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Some menu items were not visible in Kiosk 

⚫ Creating partial absences was taking a long time to complete 

⚫ The Percentage Attendance csv exports were displaying blanks instead of 0 

⚫ Student History Report was not showing comments when selected 
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 Enrolments 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Students: An incorrect count for the number of students was shown on the Manage 

Students screen in rare situations where a student was counted twice 

 Fees and Billing 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Billing Run: Invoice status was set to PAID when a discount amount exceeded the 

amount of the related fee 

Integrations 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Advancedlife integration was failing for some schools when trying to set the integration 

id 

Interviews 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Interpreter information was not visible in some activities 

Issue Tracking 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Printing: An error occurred when generating a PDF that listed the tasks for a particular 

task type i.e. WHS 

Markbook 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Duplicate marks and grades were being saved in a markbook which resulted in the mark 

appearing not to update. 

⚫ Minimum and maximum calculations were using the wrong weight when using grade 

conversion 

⚫ Rubrics were not printing in full when the contents flowed on to a new screen 

Plans 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Contact 1 and 2 relationships were appearing incorrectly when added to a plan 

Portal 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Updated the behavior around downloading attachments for newsletters to be consistent 

Parent Portal | Newsletters | Attachments 

Portal Console 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Parents could not enter absence justification notes once absences were marked as 

unjustified 

⚫ Some parents were unable to view portal messages in the APP 

Wellbeing 

Issues resolved 

⚫ NSW DoE: Data sync was failing due to an error that occurred with a SAIS wellbeing 

response 

⚫ Impossible award nominations were showing when "Limit recent history to this year 

only" was set to Yes 

 

 


